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Do not write the eulogy
for shopping malls
Derek Johnston
Much has been written about the demise of the
shopping centre. The tales are of consumers
preferring online purchases and returns, clearly
loathing the trek to plazas and malls where
they may be inconvenienced and perhaps even
hawked by salespeople. Ugh the pain!
This narrative was prevalent even before the
pandemic induced shutdowns, delivered severe
financial pain for retailers, and unleashed
fear among landlords as rents went unpaid
and bankruptcies spiked. Many now claim
the pandemic has officially delivered the mall
death knell. Mall valuations have plummeted
and, conversely, industrial (largely e-commerce
distribution centres) valuations have surged.
Thus, some claim the post-covid retail landscape
will largely be driven by stay at home shoppers,

smart phone purchases, and bored workers. Mall
centres will therefore close at a rapid clip – as
uptake of risk aversion to comingling with other
humans delivers the final blow to traditional
‘brick and mortar’ retail centres.
We challenge this theory, especially in a
post-covid world, evidenced by the fact we
don’t hear of “the new normal” as much these
days. But why are we hearing less of ‘the new
normal’? Nobody wants a new normal, we want
the old normal and this includes not fearing the
confines of others and recalling the joy of inperson shopping, the curiosity of the unknown,
people watching and the warmth that we
naturally bring to each other.
We will review how retail shopping centres can
evolve and change post a vaccine, what retailers
can do to get people excited about returning
to malls and the way leading retail companies
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are viewing the long term as ‘brick and mortar’
converges with omni-channel strategies, and
profit optimisation determines the physical store
fleet in modern retail boardrooms.
There seems no question that continued near
term scepticism regarding mall viability is likely
and the tenant demand fog should persist
into 2021. But the mall apocalypse theory is
overdone. Given the ongoing retail evolution
amid a backdrop of an over-retailed US with far
too many centres, we see 2021 as being a year
of internal focus for the premier Class-A malls.
They will have to work to replenish footfall
and ultimately get consumers excited about
returning to centres while also engineering their
own traffic to ensure their long term survival.
Primarily, we see US and international malls
and shopping centres embarking on a strategy
to reinvigorate footfall through densification
and mixed-use (re)development. Post a reliable
vaccine, we expect experiential and emerging
entertainment concepts ramp openings
as evidenced by Simon Property’s equity
investments in Pinstripe, Allied E-Sports,
Parm and the Soho House which should drive
customer traffic in addition to escape rooms,
co-working and fitness centres.
A key example is Simon Property Group’s
Phipps Plaza’s repositioning in Buckhead,
Atlanta – which we believe represents a blue
print of a mall of the (not so distant) future.
Simon is repurposing anchor space as anchor
mall tenants pay very little in per square foot
rent or outright own the real estate. This
historically worked because anchor tenants
used to drive traffic but this is no longer
the base case. Thus at Phipps Plaza, Simon
repurposed one pad into a Nobu Hotel,
restaurant and rooftop lounge, another into
350+ luxury apartments. It is entitled to a
13 story attached office complex which will
fully reposition the asset, engineering its own
footfall and driving renewed retailer demand
for space within the best centres. This lays the
foundation for rent growth.
Importantly, something that is not well
appreciated by investors is the earnings
accretion associated with going vertical. Since
anchor tenants paid little rent you can take
$1m in earnings offline and with a reasonable
development yield and prudent underwriting,
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re-introduce $12m to $15m in earnings upon
stabilisation. Simon is demonstrating a vision
and appetite to fully reposition select centres.
The key is that Simon has the financial flexibility
and balance sheet to execute this strategy,
while maintaining control and capturing the
earnings accretion of going vertical.
Second, Class-A malls will benefit from funnelling
as we envision the roughly 1,100 US malls
today will wither to approximately 450 regional
centres over the next few years – a trend that has
vastly accelerated due to the covid pandemic.
This thesis hinges upon retailers accelerating
closures post-covid, targeting out-of-favour
or less profitable stores in lower quality malls
while concurrently vying for exposure to the
top US mall destinations. Mall owners such as
Simon, Taubman, Macerich plus the Class-A mall
assets of Brookfield and Westfield are all in this
position. These mall companies have updated
modern centres in top markets with attractive
demographics such as population density and
household income. We see the remaining Class-A
malls well positioned in a post-covid landscape
with long term staying power, a more balanced
supply and demand profile and view them to be
well represented and positioned when the current
retail evolution matures.
We conclude that the eulogy for malls and
in-person shopping, dining, and entertainment
is premature and misguided. US and
international leading malls and even shopping
centre strips will weather the disruption
and emerge stronger with less competition.
Retailers are utilising their physical store fleet
as a key pillar of an emerging omni-channel
sales approach to maximise profits. Physical
stores attract shoppers but now also serve
as distribution hubs where online orders are
fulfilled, BOPIS (buy online pick-up in store),
curbside ‘grab and go’, and online purchases
can be returned or exchanged at the retail
store. This is all evolving briskly due to the
pandemic. Further, malls will (re)develop into
destination-based centres with mixed-use
and lifestyle brands focused on driving traffic
with experiential, residential, office, and
entertainment options. Of course, there will
continue to be near term retail headwinds and
pivots, but we see large scale closures and
pain as largely a Class-B mall issue and risk.
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How company actions on
equality must change
post-covid
Debbie Jones
When I started my job at Deutsche Bank in
2006, I was very green. I am referring to the
inexperienced implication and not the ecofriendly one. Having just finished my MBA
degree, I was concerned that the variable rate
on my student loans (co-signed by my parents)
seemed to perpetually move higher. The Great
Recession would soon begin. It feels like a
lifetime ago, but I do remember my computer
screen consistently flashing like red Christmas
tree lights. I probably should have been more
concerned. Grown men were walking around
the office in a curious dishevelled state. Had I
lost my job, I would have lasted in New York for
a few months before flying to my parent’s home
to hide in my childhood bedroom. For context,
this room had been turned into a shrine of my
marginal college soccer glory and failed high
school volleyball effort.
I would have been miserable. Yet, having a safety
net, I would have been one of the lucky ones.
Like most periods of financial instability,
the Great Recession highlighted significant
socioeconomic inequality. At that time, efforts to
create a healthier economy focused on mortgage
lending reform and financial sector regulation.
This time, with covid, a spotlight shines on
deeper and more problematic social issues. The
pandemic also coincides with the elevation of
the Black Lives Matter movement which has
amplified our unnerving level of racial inequality.
Learnings from this should be part of the
rebuilding conversation. Today, corporations
should not ignore that they have the capability
to drive change ahead of the next financial (and
social) crisis.
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The impact of inequality and the corporate
response
The pandemic’s impact provides tangible
evidence for this generation that inequality can
exacerbate and prolong a financial crisis. The
statistics and estimates below show a fraction
of the problem:
o Women are 19 per cent more likely to lose their
job. Women represent more than half of the
total job losses resulting from the pandemic,
despite making up about two-fifths of the global
labour force1.
o Job losses during the pandemic are
disproportionately impacting the poor.
o Learning loss is highest among black and
Hispanic students. For grades K-12 in the US,
learning loss is estimated to be ten per cent
for white students compared with 40 per
cent and 30 per cent for Black and Latino
students, respectively2.
o Blacks and other minorities have experienced
the highest death rates from the pandemic.
This has been attributed to black people
(as well as other minorities) having higher
representation among essential workers
rather than in jobs where they could work
from home. Additionally, they are more likely
to live in multigenerational households and
crowded housing conditions. Moreover, in the
US, they have less access to healthcare.
For context, the APM Research Lab claims
there have been 108 deaths per 100,000 for
Blacks double the rate for white Americans.
These growing concerns over racial disparity are
a key reason why the “S” factor in ESG has been
raised as a result of this pandemic.
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Black & Indigenous Americans experience highest death tolls from covid-19
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Source: APM Research Lab
Note: All intervals are 14 days apart, except for 5/11-5/26, which is a 15-day period. 9/1 and 9/29 data has been interpolated. Pacific Islander data prior to 10/13 did not
include Hawaii, as it was not releasing data; its inclusion resulted in an overall drop in the Pacific Islander rate, which begins a new series at 10/13.

Corporations cannot be expected to solve
issues like inequality alone. But, they have
levers to drive improvement. What can they
do? In addition to setting targets for change,
companies need to be accountable. The
best way to do this is to link their goals and
commitments to managerial and executive
compensation. This includes (but is not limited
to) initiatives to improve diversity & inclusion,
pay parity, health & wellness, safety, and
community outreach. Management teams
willing to address relevant social issues will not
only support a healthier economy, they will also
create stronger and more resilient companies.
As companies take more responsibility for
the world around them, it is likely their stocks
will become more attractive to investors. That

is because the number of purpose-driven
investors is growing quickly. Inflows into
sustainable retail funds have increased at a
record setting pace in 2020. This comes after
a record setting 2019. Moreover, amongst all
actively managed retail funds, only branded
ESG funds are growing, while non-ESG funds
have seen outflows.
First and foremost, there is a problem with
disclosure
In order for companies to improve on social
metrics, they must first collect the relevant
data and feedback from employees to create
a baseline. Aggregated statistics should be
disclosed and measurable targets introduced.
Unfortunately, many publicly traded companies
currently do not disclose social data, especially

ESG-related definitions of terms used in this report
Actively Managed ESG US Equity Mutual Funds

Fund Category
Definition
AuM (as of 2Q20, $bn)

Sustainable

Exlusionary

A fund “focusing on
sustainability impact; or
environmental, social, and
governance, or ESG; factors
in its prospectus or other
regulatory filings.”
89.5

A fund defined by
Morningstar Direct as
“employs exclusions”
which exclude certain
sectors, companies, or
practices.
150.6

Non ESG
All other funds not
classified as sustainable
or exclusionary
irrespective of their
Sustainability Rating are
classified as Non ESG.
6,391.8

Average Quarterly Performance from 4Q18 to 2Q20
Quarterly Average
S&P 500

2.3%
1.8%

1.4%
1.8%

1.7%
1.8%

Organic AuM Growth

6.2%

-0.7%

-5.0%

Source: Morningstar, Deutsche Bank
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at the employee level. If it does exist, it can be
difficult to find or compare.
To be fair, in certain European countries,
restrictions on obtaining and processing of
employee information make collection of the
data difficult. In contrast, US regulators require
most companies to track health and safety
data and employee demographic statistics
including those regarding diversity. Results are
aggregated by industry and available on the
US Bureau of Labor Statistics. Today, the SEC
does not deem these metrics to be material to
financial reporting so they often are not made
available by the company.
Overall, the extent of reporting is poor.
Indeed, almost three quarters of Russell 1000
companies choose not to disclose diversity
data while 61 per cent do not publicly disclose
gender data3. European companies may be
slightly better in disclosure practices, but in
the UK, the Financial Reporting Council states
that only 14 per cent of FTSE 100 companies
and 2 per cent of FTSE 250 companies have
measurable ethnicity targets.
Let’s move to some good news
Some companies are taking action. This is
especially true of consumer facing firms
attempting to address social inequality
highlighted by both the pandemic and BLM.
Many are providing diversity training and
mentorship programs, emphasising community
outreach efforts, changing hiring practices, and
setting clear diversity and inclusion targets for
employees and boards.
One example is Starbucks. After receiving
backlash regarding its diversity, the coffee chain
operator announced a goal of achieving black,
indigenous and non-white representation of at
least 30 per cent at all corporate levels, and at
least 40 per cent at all retail and manufacturing
levels by 2025. With these new targets comes a
commitment by the company to link its broader
goals to executive pay in order to increase
accountability. Note that Starbucks reports onehundred per cent pay parity.
Another example is Under Armour. In May
this year, the apparel brand announced that in
addition to an existing commitment to have 30
3

Bloomberg Finance L.P.

per cent of director and above positions filled by
black, indigenous and non-white members, the
company has now committed to a more specific
target of filling 12 per cent of those roles with
black talent by 2023. Those percentages also
now apply to members of the Executive team.
The company has also linked the enhanced
goals to annual incentive pay for executives and
some prior goals were already linked.
A third example is Lululemon. In October,
it announced targeted diversity goals and
revealed it will invest $75m in equity well-being
programs. It also expanded gender pay equity
to full pay equity for all employees.
Companies will need to prove they are a strong
social partner
A simple Google search will provide a plethora
of data available prior to the pandemic that
supports the benefits of diversity within an
organisation. McKinsey showed in a study that
companies in the bottom quartile for gender,
ethnicity, and race are statistically less likely
to achieve above-average financial returns
than average companies. The bottom line is
that potential for less diverse companies is
constrained. Businesses that are diverse are
likely to be better.
Coming out of covid, there will be additional
hurdles for organisations that do not make an
effort to address social inequality. In October,
Yale’s veteran endowment chief, David
Swensen, told investment firms that they will be
measured on progress towards increasing the
diversity of their investment staff. The message
was that they need to hire more women and
minorities or they may be excluded from
managing the university’s money.
In an interview, Mr. Swenson said that he had
previously held off on efforts to encourage more
diversity at asset managers in part because
of a belief that there was an insufficient
pipeline of diverse candidates. The Black Lives
Matter movement has changed his view and
approach. He is not the first nor will he be the
last person to come to this conclusion. Indeed,
any company, regardless of industry, could
soon find themselves in a position where a key
customer, partner or stakeholder will make a
similar demand.
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The infrastructure for customers to place
demands on their suppliers already exists.
One would think increasing pressure on
manufacturing companies to be sustainable is
coming from sustainability-minded investors. In
my experience, if you speak to companies about
this, they will tell you that the real pressure
is coming from customers. If environmental
objectives are important to a consumer
company, it becomes important to their
supplier. As “S” objectives are becoming more
important for consumer-facing companies,
suppliers and partners will also be expected to
show improvement.
Increasing representation takes time; it is best to
start now
Among the 15+ financial analysts at the
various research firms that cover paper and
packaging stocks, I am the only female. It has
been this way for most of my career. I do not
often notice when I am the only women in the
room at industry events and more. I did when I
was younger and then again after I had a child.
Again, I was one of the lucky ones. I had strong
female (and male) mentors and supportive
colleagues along the way.
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top of the organisation. Attracting and fostering
those leaders can take time.
Coming out of this financial recession, if
a stakeholder asks a company to show its
commitment to improving an element of social
inequality, the management team will not
be able to wait until the next financial crisis
to show change. Organisations that are not
inclusive are likely to experience negative
outcomes. Moreover, penalties imposed by
stakeholders could be more severe in three,
five and ten years’ time compared with what
they are today. More resilient companies are
aware of their social contribution and address
deficiencies, which is also part of their role in
making economies stronger.

I have noticed that organisations with a more
inclusive and supporting culture, have made a
commitment to their diversity efforts for some
time. The companies also typically disclose
social metrics annually and they set thresholds
and targets for improvement.
During my career I have seen more women
move into managerial and executive roles,
but the pace has been slow. Diversity in the
boardroom has moved at a faster pace. Unlike
other social metrics, this number of women
on the board is typically disclosed by publiclytraded companies. Thus, companies have been
more accountable to show progress. That said,
most firms, including paper and packaging
companies, do not meet the 25-30 per cent
threshold advocated for by investors, such as
BlackRock.
Progress on the ethnic diversity of boards and
management has been minimal. This is true of
most sectors. Companies can make a consistent
effort to hire employees that contribute to
diversity, but in order to retain talent they
need to create an inclusive organisation. This
includes having a diverse set of leaders to the

Corporations should
not ignore that they
have the capability to
drive change ahead
of the next financial
(and social) crisis.

